**MATH1050 MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS**

**PERUSAL TIME** 10 mins. During perusal, write on the blank paper provided

**WRITING TIME** 2:00 Hours

**EXAMINER** Cathy Holmes And Michael Jennings

This examination paper has 19 pages (not including the title page) and is printed Single-Sided

---

**Exam Type:** Closed Book - Specified materials permitted

**Permitted Materials:**
- Calculator - Yes - Casio FX82 series or UQ approved (labelled)
- Dictionary - Yes - Any unmarked paper dictionary is permitted
- Other - No electronic aids are permitted (e.g. laptops, phones)

**Answer: (Where students should write answers)**

All Questions on Examination paper in spaces provided

---

**Other Instructions:**

You may detach the formulae sheet.
If you need extra room for your answers, use the back of other pages.

---

**Total Number of Questions: (for the whole examination)** 26

**Total Number of Marks** 85 total marks

---

Students must comply with the General Award Rules 1A.6 and 1A.7 which outline the responsibilities of students during an examination.